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1 Introduction
Similarity shape analysis is a well-developed subject. Fora k × p matrix X giving the coor-
dinates ofk points inp dimensions, the (similarity) shape ofX consists of the information in
X that is invariant underp-dimensional similarity transformations, that is, translation, rotation
and scaling. There is also a variant of the definition in whichreflection is also allowed. In
either case a similarity shape can be described as an equivalence class of configurations under
a certain group of transformations. Much effort has been expended in this setting to find useful
coordinate systems to represent shape and describe statistical variability.

By changing the group of transformations, it is possible to extend the concept of shape.
Examples include affine shape, not studied here, and projective shape. Projective shape is a
classic branch of mathematics dealing with the features in acamera view of an object that are
invariant to the position of the camera. The subject is fundamental in computer vision (e.g.
Faugeras and Luong, (2001); Hartley and Zisserman, (2000)).

Statistical work to represent and compare projective shapes has tended to focus on pro-
jective invariants (Goodall and Mardia, (1999)) or the use of projective frames (Mardia and
Patrangenaru, (2005)), an analogue of Bookstein coordinates. However, a more promising gen-
eral approach involves Procrustes methods based on “Tyler-standardization” (Mardia and Kent,
(2006); Kent and Mardia, (2007)).

The purpose of this paper is to move beyond these earlier approaches by taking a closer look
at the definition of projective shape. By considering different types of camera, it is possible
to distinguish four different variants of projective shapebased on four variants of the group of
projective transformations (Section 2). A simple illustration based on four collinear points is
given in Section 3.

First we set up the notation. Consider ak × m matrixU0 representing an underlying object
of k points or landmarks inm dimensions, of rankm, and let

U =
[

U0 1k

]

be thek × p dimensional matrix,p = m + 1, obtained fromU0 by appending a column of ones.
A “scene”W (k × p) is obtained by linearly embeddingU0 in Rp,

W = 1kα
T + U0B

T
0

= UBT , say,

where the nonsingularp × p matrixB is obtained fromB0 by appending the vectorα.
Next, following Mardia and Kent (2006) and Kent and Mardia (2007), imagine a camera

with focal point at the origin, with a spherical film of unit radius. The spherical film image can
be represented by ak × p matrixY with ith row

yi = wi/||wi||, i = 1, . . . , k.

Then projective shape consists of the information in the filmimage that is invariant under the
position of the camera. Mathematically, it is more convenient to keep the focal point fixed at
the origin and to let the matrixB vary.
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2 Types of camera
The new contribution in this paper is to observe that it is helpful to characterize the camera by
two properties: (a) oriented vs. unoriented, and (b) directional vs. axial.

(a) In an oriented camera we know the side of the scene that thecamera lies on. That is,
mathematically we know whetherdet(B) is positive or negative. Conversely, for an un-
oriented camera, the sign ofdet(B) is unknown.

(b) For a directional camera, we declare that the points{yi, i = 1, . . . , k} form the image
of the scene on the film. For an axial camera, we declare that the unsigned directions or
axes{±yi, i = 1, . . . , k} form the image of the scene on the film.

Thus there are 4 types of camera, which can be abbreviated as OD, UD, OA, UA. Here “O” and
“U” stand for oriented and unoriented; “D” and “A” stand for directional and axial. There is
less information about the scene available from an axial camera than from a directional camera.
Similarly there is less information about the scene from an unoriented camera than from an
oriented one.

Classically, the subject of projective shape analysis has focused on the UA camera. However,
from a practical point of view, the OD camera is often more relevant since we usually know
which side of the object the camera is located and the physical construction of a camera enables
us to determine the direction from the camera to the object.

Since it is not possible from the pointyi on the film to tell how far the pointwi is from the
origin, the projective shape of a configurationU is defined as the equivalence class of configu-
rationsZ,

Z = DUBT , (1)

under arbitrary choices forD(k × k) diagonal nonsingular andB(p × p) nonsingular. In the
oriented case the restrictiondet(B) > 0 is added; in the unoriented case either sign fordet(B)
is allowed. In the directional case the diagonal elements ofD are restricted to be positive,
di > 0, i = 1, . . . , k; in the axial case the diagonal elementsdi can take either sign.

In Mardia and Kent (2006) and Kent and Mardia (2007), it was shown that, subject to mild
regularity conditions, it is possible to make particular choicesBT (with det(B) > 0) andDT

(diagonal, with positive elements), so thatX = DT UBT
T is “Tyler-standardized”; that is,

diag(XXT ) = Ik, XT X = (k/p)Ip.

Thus the rows ofX are unit vectors and the columns are orthonormal up to a factor k/p. The
existence and construction of this standardized representation follows from earlier work of Tyler
in the area of robustness.

From the point of view of an OD camera, the matrixX is determined up to rotation, so that
X is effectively a “pre-shape” in a suitable similarity shapespace. Hence Procrustes methods
from similarity shape analyis can be used to compare different OD projective shapes.

3 Example: four collinear points
To illustrate the effects of different types of camera, we explore in detail the simplest nontrivial
case ofk = 4 landmarks on a line; that is,m = 1, or equivalently,p = 2. A general OD
film image consists of 4 points on the circle lying within an open semi-circle. Write a general
film imageY in angular form asφ = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4), where the 4 angles lie within an open
semi-circle. In the “regular” case in which the 4 points are distinct, the angular representation
of the Tyler-standardized versionX takes the formθ = (−δ/2, δ/2, π/2− δ/2, π/2+ δ/2)T up
to an arbitrary angular shift and up to the ordering of the points, where0 < δ < π/2 (Mardia
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Figure 1: Tyler-standardized circular film image (marked by diamonds) for an underlying scene of four
collinear points on the solid line.

and Kent, (2006); Kent and Mardia, (2007)). There are4! = 24 possible orderings. Thus the
regular part of OD projective shape space contains 24 line segments each of lengthπ/2.

In passing we note that under the OA version of projective shape space, we identify cyclic
shifts in the landmark ordering (leaving 24/4 = 6 distinct line segments); under the UD version
we identify reflections (leaving 24/2 = 12 distinct line segments); and under the UA version
we identify both cyclic shifts and reflections (leaving 24/8= 3 distinct line segments). The UA
version was presented in Mardia and Kent (2006) and Kent and Mardia (2007), and the space
of UA projective shapes was viewed as either a spherical triangle or a planar triangle.

Figure 1 shows a typical OD Tyler-standardized circular filmimage. The solid line in the
underlying scene contains four landmarks, each marked by “X”. The OD film image is marked
by the diamonds on the circular film. In the OA film image, only the axes demarcated by the
diamonds and triangles can be identified. For the UD and UA unoriented cameras, the image
here and its reflection about the solid line cannot be distinguished.

The description of OD projective shape space is completed byincluding several partially
singular cases. These include (a) a double-pair coincidence: φ1 = φ2 < φ3 = φ4, (b) a one-
sided single pair coincidence,φ1 < φ2 < φ3 = φ4, and (c) two-sided single pair coincidence:
φ1 < φ2 = φ3 < φ4. It turns out that these cases are identified with one anotherin classic
projective geometry (UA projective shape space) because a suitable version of the cross-ratio
reduces to 0 in all cases, but they are partly distinguished from one another in the OD projective
shape space.

4 Conclusion
Projective shape is a subtle subject with many curious properties and limiting results. In partic-
ular, it has been particularly challenging to construct plausible statistical models, though some
progress have been made in the setting of projective frames (Mardia and Patrangenaru, (2005)).
The recognition of different types of camera and the use of Tyler-standardized coordinates pro-
vides a clear geometric picture of projective shape, but theconstruction of suitable statistical
models in this setting remains an open task.
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